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About the test For test takers For test centres Who accepts the test For schools Test takers About the test For test takers For test centres Who accepts the test For schools Get ready for the Oxford Test of English The Oxford Test of English is an affordable, personalized test that fits you. 100% online, it's flexible, fast and available at Approved Test
Centres worldwide. Plus, it's the only proficiency test certified by the University of Oxford. The advantage of the Oxford Test of English is that you can take it without completing a specific preparation course, as long as you are studying at the right level. You can use the resources provided below to help you prepare for the test, alongside your course
materials. These resources will also give you an understanding of the format of the Oxford Test of English and types of questions asked, so you know what to expect. To find out more about the appropriate level for you, speak to your teacher or a local Approved Test Centre. Try the Oxford Test of English online demo Taking a test online is a different
experience to traditional paper-based tests. It’s faster, easier to navigate, and tests you on skills you’re likely to use every day. But don’t just take our word for it! Try our online demo to familiarise yourself with how it feels to take a test online, and the types of questions you might encounter when you take the Oxford Test of English or the Oxford Test
of English for Schools. Please note: By accessing the demo you are not registering for the test. You will not get results or a certificate. The demo is free to use as many times as you want. The appearance of the real test may be different from the demo. You can close the demo at any point. You do not have to answer all of the questions. Do you have any
special requirements? You can view options here. Try the Oxford Test of English online demo test Try the Oxford Test of English for Schools online demo test For the best experience, use the demo in a desktop browser (Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Edge). Subscribe to our Learning English with Oxford newsletter to access exclusive webinar recordings,
packed with skills-training activities, techniques and tips to support your learning and test-taking success. Sign up now! Follow us on Facebook and Instagram for daily tips and fun activities to help you improve your English. Check our Learning Resources Bank for more practice activities and interactive exercises. Study English at the right level. OUP
coursebooks can be used as part of your preparation. For more information please see A guide for test takers (PDF, 1.7MB). Students across the globe share their experiences of taking the Oxford Test of English Find out more Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, tailor ads and improve the user experience. By using our site, you agree to
our collection of information through the use of cookies. To learn more, view our Privacy Policy. What is the difference between an assessment and a test? An assessment is the total package of tests and custom questions that you put together to evaluate your candidates. Each individual test within an assessment is designed to test something specific,
such as a job skill or language. An assessment can consist of up to 5 tests and 20 custom questions. You can have candidates respond to your custom questions in several ways, such as with a personalized video. Can I add my own questions to an assessment? Yes! Custom questions are great for testing candidates in your own unique way. We support
the following question types: video, multiple-choice, coding, file upload, and essay. Besides adding your own custom questions, you can also create your own tests. How do video questions work? A video question is a specific type of custom question you can add to your assessment. Video questions let you create a question and have your candidates
use their webcam to record a video response. This is an excellent way to see how a candidate would conduct themselves in a live interview, and is especially useful for sales and hospitality roles. Some good examples of things to ask for video questions would be "Why do you want to work for our company?" or "Try to sell me an item you have on your
desk right now." You can learn more about video questions here. Can you explain how the other custom question types work? Besides video questions, you can also add the following types of custom questions: multiple-choice, coding, file upload, and essay. Multiple-choice lets your candidates choose from a list of answers that you provide, coding lets
you create a coding problem for them to solve, file upload allows your candidates to upload a file that you request (such as a resume or portfolio), and essay allows an open-ended text response to your question. You can learn more about different custom question types here. Can I customize an assessment with my company logo and color theme? Yes!
You can add your own logo and company color theme to your assessments. This is a great way to leave a positive and lasting brand impression on your candidates. What type of support do you offer? Our team is always here to help. After you sign up, we’ll reach out to guide you through the first steps of setting up your TestGorilla account. If you have
any further questions, you can contact our support team via email, chat or call. We also offer detailed guides in our extensive Help & Inspiration Center. What is the cost for using the English (intermediate/B1) test? You can find our pricing packages here. Sign up here to try TestGorilla today. Can I combine the English (intermediate/B1) test with
other tests? Yes. You can add up to five tests to each assessment. Where in my recruitment process should I use the English (intermediate/B1) test? We recommend using our assessment software as a pre-screening tool at the beginning of your recruitment process. You can add a link to the assessment in your job post or directly invite candidates by
email. TestGorilla replaces traditional CV screening with a much more reliable and efficient process, designed to find the most skilled candidates earlier and faster. What is the difference between intermediate and proficient level of the English language tests? The intermediate tests test the B1 level of the CEFR framework language skills. The
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deadliest virus in modern history, perhaps of all time, was the 1918 Spanish Flu. It killed about 20 to 50 million people worldwide, perhaps more. The total death toll is unknown because medical records were not kept in many areas. The pandemic hit during World War I and devastated military troops. In the United States, for instance, more
servicemen were killed from the flu than from the war itself. The Spanish flu was fatal to a higher proportion of young adults than most flu viruses. The pandemic started mildly, in the spring of 1918, but was followed by a much more severe wave in the fall of 1918. The war likely contributed to the devastating mortality numbers, as large outbreaks
occurred in military forces living in close quarters. Poor nutrition and the unsanitary conditions of war camps had an effect. A third wave occurred in the winter and spring of 1919, and a fourth, smaller wave occurred in a few areas in spring 1920. Initial symptoms of the flu were typical: sore throat, headache, and fever. The flu often progressed
rapidly to cause severe pneumonia and sometimes hemorrhage in the lungs and mucus membranes. A characteristic feature of severe cases of the Spanish Flu was heliotrope cyanosis, where the patient’s face turned blue from lack of oxygen in the cells. Death usually followed within hours or days. Modern medicine such as vaccines, antivirals, and
antibiotics for secondary infections were not available at that time, so medical personnel couldn’t do much more than try to relieve symptoms. The flu ended when it had infected enough people that those who were susceptible had either died or developed immunity. Press Enter or Space to show volume slider. Ambernew American English Please
answer the following questions of understanding:Question 1:Which pandemic is the deadliest in modern history?a The Philadelphia yellow fever epidemic in 1793b The Spanish Flu in 1918c The bubonic plague in the 14th centuryd The Covid-19 coronavirus in 2020Question 2:The Spanish Flu pandemic occurred during which war?a The French
Revolutionb World War IIc World War Id The Spanish-American WarQuestion 3:Where did the Spanish flu originate?a That information is not providedb SpainQuestion 4:Why are total deaths for the Spanish Flu not known?a Many areas did not keep medical recordsb No one cared because of the warc Most medical records were destroyed in the ward
No one wants to know how bad it wasQuestion 5:When was the first wave of the Spanish Flu pandemic?a Winter 1918b Spring 1918Question 6:What contributed to deaths from the flu in military personnel?a Unsanitary conditionsb Close quartersc All of the aboved Poor nutritionQuestion 7:What is a characteristic feature of serious cases of the
Spanish Flu?a Face turning blueb Comac Liver failured Extremely high feverQuestion 8:What caused the Spanish Flu pandemic to end?a Improved medical careb The end of the war caused better conditionsc They created a vaccine for itd Those who were susceptible had either died or were immunePlease answer all questions about the text:You have
answered 0 of 8 questions. Restart this test
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